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Introduction

Various VLBA memos discuss pulsar observations with special emphasis on 

astrometry. See the following:

Memo Series Author n n ?

351 main Backer Pulsar VLBI Specifications

361 main Owinn Pulsar Astrometry~Ionospheric Corr.

367 main Bartel Pulsar Dedispersion Node

380 main Shapiro Pulsar Astrometry-lono. Correct.

The need for dedispersion and ionospheric correction is clear. 

Proposed observing pulsar aatronetry observing mode:

# Video bands 32* (16 BSB 4 16 LSB pairs) 

Video bandwidth 1 MHz
# bits/sample 2
# tracks/pass 32

Record speed 135 IPS

Data rate 128 M/bits/sec

*Vhen sensitivity is not of prime importance only 
16 USB would be used

With DM - 100 pc cm’ 3

Sweep tiae ("pulse smearing) over 1 MBs at 1 .4  GBs •  230 usee

detection sensitivity (8MR ~ 6) “  5 mJ (without pulse gate enhancement)

~ 1 mJ (with pulse gate enhancement) 

assuming VLA to 1 VLBA element (T# ~ 30°I, efficiency *  60Z, t * 300 sec)



Coaaents:

a) Bedispersion

With each io d W id u l band only I Mx wide gat lag should provide 

adequate dediaper a ion for Ir-band obunatioBa. A c  phase of 

the pulsar gate should ha aet individually for each frequency 

channel. (Dediaperaion of 1.5 as pulsar, 1937421 ia a difficult 

case hot even in thia care the SUL will he within about */2 of 
optisna).

b) Ionoapheric Correction

The VL1A ha a sufficient bandwidth at L~band to provide an 

ionospheric correction nsing the data itself. To «ake an 
approximate evaluation of the performance eonaider the following 
frequency aequence:

1300.99 MHz

1305.99 MHz
1320.99 MHz
1350.99 MHz
1405.99 MHz
1445.99 MHz
1470.99 MHz
1480.99 MHz

1619.99 MHz
1624.99 MHz
1639.99 MHz
1669.99 MHz
1724.99 MHz
1764.99 MHz
1789.99 MHz
1799.99 MHz

Thia aequence provides 2 minimus redundancy aub-array* each 
with apanned bandwidth of 180 MHz and aabiguity of 200 

nanoaeconda. With an SHE of 20 (within each sub~array) the 

group delay can be aeasured with one sigaa error of 110 

picoseconds for each sub-array and the difference between the 

group delays for each aub-array can be nae to estiaste the 

ionospheric psth and to develop an observable which is completely 

free froa ionospheric affects. With one sigaa error of 410 
picoseconds.

♦Can be achieved with pul ear of 4Z doty cycle and average flux 
of 5 aJ.



c) Correlator Support

Minima requirements

*) ftilMr meting capability with separately progr«~ M »  

function* for each bas»k«mt

Gating with precision better than one microsecond and with 

pulse periods from 100 microseconds to 100 seconds. (The 

gating could be accomplished in the DPS vith some loss of 

generality - the ability to auport multiple gating functions 
on each frequency channel without reducing the number of 
frequency channels).

Other requirements

1) Ability to support the Brickson method (by multiple pass 

processing if necessary) which requires software to allow 
processing with harmonics of the fringe rate.

2) Ability to suport multiple gates (by multiple pass processing 

if necessaray) to be able to measure the interferometric 
amplitude and phase across the pulse profile.

+simple gate function with one phase and duty cycle is not 
quite sufficient as some pulsars have multiple pulses. A acre 

general gating function with at least three separately 

programmable phases and three separately programmable duty 
cycles is needed.


